
Puzzledom

**About Puzzledom**

Puzzledom offers users a wide variety of different logic puzzles. The provided puzzles train

optimally the observation skills and the logical thinking of the players.

Puzzledom is brain training that is fun. In the app you will find a large selection of different logic

puzzles. In the more than 8,000 levels of the Connect, Block, Rolling Ball and Escape puzzles,

logical and spatial thinking as well as good observation skills are in demand. You can also

compare your achievements with your friends or relatives, or use special hints that will help you

with challenging levels.

**Puzzledom - Features:** 

- Wide range of logic puzzles: Puzzledom offers you a large collection of different logic puzzles. In

total, more than 8,000 levels are available, which are lovingly and minimalist designed.

- Various puzzles: The large puzzle collection of Puzzledom includes various puzzle types, which

train different skills. While in the puzzle game "Blocks" the playing field has to be filled with blocks

of different sizes and shapes, which mainly trains the logical thinking, the puzzle game "Escape"

requires observation skills, as a red block has to be moved to the exit. But also other puzzles

ensure variety and fun: In "Connect", for example, you have to connect dots of the same color.

"Rolling Ball" is a special puzzle game in which players have to bring blocks into the correct

position so that the ball can roll easily from start to finish.

- Play with friends: Everything is more fun with friends - even Puzzledom. That's why you can

compare your achievements with the results of your friends or challenge your relatives. In addition,

the online leaderboard will be available soon, so you can compare yourself even better with other

players.

- Use hints: Since there are very difficult levels in Puzzledom, the app provides hints in each level.

These will show you the next steps or give you helpful tips that could help you with the solution.

Conclusion: Puzzledom skillfully combines colorful and minimalist designed puzzles with exciting

and entertaining puzzles. The app is not only a great pastime, but also trains the logical thinking,

the observation skills or the spatial thinking of the player. Since the individual levels are very

minimalist and the gameplay is relatively simple, Puzzledom can be played by young and old.


